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TABLA'YERB MORPHOLOGY 

Kenneth Collier and Kenneth Gregerson 

o. INTRODUCTION 

This paper describes in preliminary outline the verb system of Tabla. l 

Specifically, it sketches the main features of the morphology, and to a lesser 
extent, the syntax of the verb. 

0.1. Verb and clause syntax 

Typologically, Tabla is an OV language. The full sequence of clausal 
constituents may be summarised as follows: 

S o 10 v 

Figure 1 

That is, the constituents SUBJECT, OBJECT, INDIRECT OBJECT and VERB may occur 
with TIME, INSTRUMENT and LOCATION interspersed in characteristic positions as 
indicated. The major CLAUSE TYPES built of the above constituents are briefly 
illustrated in the following sentences: 

(1) Transitive: 

S-O-V 
Ne e i te meko -we 
3sg. canoe Omkr make -3sg.S 
He is making a canoe. 

(2) Intransitive: 

Ne nepe teteupeko 
S-V 3sg. already died 3sg.S 

He died. 

(3) Bi-transitive: 

De se te ne te i -k -a -na -re 
S-O-IO-V lsg. axe Omkr 3sg. IOmkr give-pst-lsg.-3sgIO-Smkr 

I gave an axe to him. 
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In passing, we may also identify two additional clause types as follows: 

(4) Stative: 

(5) Equative: 

Da 
this 
2'his 

epe neko-neko 
pot b~ack 
pot is b~ack. 

Ne dena yayauna 
3sg. my friend 
lie is my friend. 

0.2. Verb phrase 

The verb (v) is the core of a phrasal complex which includes preceding 
clements, adverb (ADV) and auxiliary verb (AUXV), and a postposed negative (NEG). 
The VP is summarised as follows: 

VP = ADV AUXV v NEG 

The only obligatory constituent of the VP is the verb. Following are some 
examples of the verb phrase, with an adverb present: 

(6)a 
, 

menase-menaseye erewe 
s ~ow ~y speak 
Say it s~ow~y. 

b poi -ye ber -aie 
wel~ grow -3pl. imprf 
They are growing we ~ l-

In (G)a the verb erewe speak is modified by ADV menase-menaseye s~ow~y and the 
VP constitutes in this case an entire imperative utterance. In example (6)b, 
the adverb poi-ye we~~ is formed from the Tabla word poi good, by using the 
instrumental suffix -ye with. 

As an example of VP with AUXV, consider the following sentences: 

(7) a De serno te meko-te -mb -0 -nde ende 
Isg. ~etter Omkr make-lsg. -sg.O-prf.-Smkr go 

b 

I wi~~ send the ~etter. 

yepo-te -p(e)-o -nde 
puU-lsg. -pl. O-prf-Smkr 
I wi~~ pu~~ them here. 

me -n -aie 
come -fu. -3pl.S 

In (7)a what is glossed as 'send' is constructed of two Tabla verbs, AUXV 
mekotembonde I make it and main V ende it wi~l go, that is, I wi~~ cause go the 
~etter. In (7)b the two verbs yepo pul~ plus me come show causal action and 
resultant movement. yepo pu~~ is a special case of causal AUXV with special 
relevance for a motion verb like 'come'. 

Post positional NEG is illustrated in (8): 

(8) Ne mi pai 
He come not 
He didn't come. 
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The VP mi pai in the above example is .formed from the verb me come in its 
negative variant mi and followed by the negative morpheme pai. (For further 
discussion of NEG see section 5 in this paper.) 

0.3. Verb affixation 
The major set of options for the morphemic constituents of the verb may ce 

summarised as follows: 

ROOT A5P 

M/T --<----I ------,I 
o 

Figure 2 

That is, the nominal suffixes, 5 and 0, typically follow the ROOT in the order 
indicated. They occur in accordance with the transitivity type of the verb. 
The occurrence and ordering of verb elements are heavily bound up with A5PECT 
distinctions (cf. 3.5. in which 5 is postposed in Past Perfect singular forms). 
The Mode/Tense (M/T) placement varies depending on the M/T form selected. A 
fuller discussion of these features of verb morphology follows below 

1. VERB ROOT 
Verb roots may be divided, from one important standpoint, into three groups 

according to whether the root refers to: 

(a) a single direct object, 
(b) dual and plural object, or 
(c) singUlar, dual or plural object. 

For example: Group (a) ku fell one tree. 

(9) ku -tere 

(lO)a 

b 

(11) 

fell -lsg.5 imprf 
I will fell a tree. 

Group (b) dese fell two or more trees. 

dese -te -k(e) -0 -nde 
fell -lsg.5-dl.O -prf -5mkr 
I will fell two trees. 

dese -te 
fell -lsg.5 
I will fell 

-p(e) -0 -nde 
-pl.O -prf -Smkr 
many trees. 

Group (c) pero cut. 

pero -te -mb(e) 
cut -lsg.5 -sg.O 
I will cut it. 

-0 -nde 
-prf -5mkr 
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(12) pero -te -k(e)-o -nde 
cut -lsg.S-dl.O-prf -Smkr 
I wiU cut two. 

(13) pero -te -pte) -0 -nde 
cut -lsg.s -pl.O -prf -Smkr 
I will cut them. 

Thus the verb root carries varying degrees of the semantic load as to the 
magnitude of the object. The root ku fell one tree implies only one object, 
while dese to fell implies mUltiple objects. In the case of dese the finer 
distinction between dual object and plural object is carried grammatically 
however, by the suffixes -k 'dl' and -p 'pI'. The root pero to cut carries no 
presupposition about the number of object, but rather the suffixes -mb 'sg', 
-k 'dl', and -p 'pl' carryall that load. There is thus a trade off between 
the lexical load of magnitude marking through choice of root morpheme and the 
grammatical load carried in the more purely grammatical affixes. A fuller 
discussion of magnitude and the object suffixes is entered upon below in 
section 4. 

2. ASPECT, MODE AND TENSE 
Aspect mode and tense distinctions are created in Tabla by an interplay 

of overt morphemes, zero marking (¢), and choice of subject suffix set (S). 
The overall system may be summarised as in the following table: 

Table 1 

IMPERFECTIVE PERFECTIVE 

(a) -y 'past' (a) -k 'past' , plus: 
¢ 'present' , plus: 

NON-FUTURE/ (b) -are set of SUBJECT (b) -are set of SUBJECT 
REALIS suffixes suffixes 

(c) no OBJECT suffix (c) OBJECT suffix 

(d) -0 '\, - i 'prf' marker 

(a) ¢ I non-past I , plus: (a) ¢ 'non-past', plus: 

FUTURE/ 
(b) -te set of SUBJECT (b) -te set of SUBJECT 

IRREALIS 
suffixes suffixes 

(c) no OBJECT suffix (c) OBJECT suffix 

(d) -0 '\, - i 'prf' marker 

That is, an aspectual opposition (IMPRF vs. PRF) intersects with a modal oppo
sition (REALIS vs. IRREALIS). These intersections to some extent correlate with 
tense distinctions, though not absolutely enough to obviate the need to recognise 
some independance for tense. In what follows we shall refer to the above table 
from the separate view points of aspect and mode/tense. 
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2.1. Aspect 

The familiar aspectual dichotomy of PERFECTIVE vs. IMPERFECTIVE (cf. Comrie 
1976; Hopper and Thompson 1980) appears in Tabla with experience as process vs. 
experience as product respectively, as the core semantic distinction. In terms 
of Hopper-Thompson Transitivity, the Tabla PRF clearly takes verbs with definite 
and individuated objects while IMPRF does not. Compare the following sentences: 

(14) De he -mbe 
Isg. say -sg.O 
I said it. 

-k - (0) -are 
-pst-prf -lsg.S 

(15) De ere -y -are 
Isg. say -pst -lsg.S 
I was speaking. 

As specified in Table 1 above (upper right quadrant), the PERFECTIVE sentence 
(14) takes -k as its 'p~st/realis' marker, the -are set of subject suffixes, 
-rnbe 'sg.Object marker' and -0 'prf' (morphophonemically deleted there adjacent 
to a following vowel). By contrast, sentence (15), as an IMPERFECTIVE, takes 
-y 'past/realis', the -are set of subject suffixes, but no object marker (and, 
of course, no -0 'prf' marker). 

The Tabla PERFECTIVE, as predicted by aspectual theory, views events in a 
more holistic way, while IMPERFECTIVE sees them as partial or in process'. The 
following sentences are illustrative: 

(16) De e i te meko - te -mb -0 -nde 
Isg. canoe Ornkr make-lsg.s-sgO -prf -Smkr 
I wi~~ make a canoe. 

(17) De ei te meko -te -re 
Isg. canoe Ornkr make -lsg.S -Smkr 
I wi~~ be making a canoe. 

In sentence (16) the PRF verb is characteristically signalled by -0 'prf', by 
an object suffix (in this case mbe 'sg'), and the -te set of subject suffixes 
occurs. The meaning conveyed is one of an act yet to be accomplished in the 
(non-actualised) future, but one in which the final effect, the result and end 
point, rather than the process, is typically in focus and it is thus perfective. 
Table 1 above registers the suffix -0 ~ -i which is a consistent (though mor
phophonemically deletable preceding another vowel) signal of the PRF verb. The 
selection between -0 and -i is conditioned by the class of verb root. The 
following contrastive paradigms (in NON-FUT/REALIS) are illustrative of verbs 
with -0 vs. those that take -i: 

pero to cut (-0 'prf') 

Singular 

1. pero-mbe-k- (0) -are 
2. pero-mbe-k- (o)-e 
3. pero-mbe-k-o 

dete to ~ay out a garment 

1. dete-tu-k(i)-are 
2. dete-tu-k(i)-e 
3. dete-tu-k(i)-u 

Dual 

per(o)-a-mbe-k-o 
pero-mbe-k-o 
per(o)-ei-mbe-k-o 

(- i 'prf') 

dete-n(e)-ti-k-i 
dete-tu-k(i)-u 
det(e) - i -t i -k-i 

Plural 

per(o)-ane-mbe-k-o 
per(o)-au-mbe-k-o 
per(o)-ai-mbe-k-o 

det(e)-an(e)-ti-k-i 
dete-tu-k (i) -au 
det(e)-ai-ti-k-i 
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Thus, roots of the pero type above take 0 'prf' while those of the dete type 
take i 'prf'. 

2.2. Mode/tense 

conceptually the modal distinction, REALIS vs. IRREALIS, which refers to 
actualised ('real') events vs. non-actualised or hypothetical ones, naturally 
correlates, at least partially, with tense distinctions. Thus, as indicated 
in Table 1 above, FUTURE events ~ay equally be termed IRREALIS events. In 
Tabla FUT/IRREAL verbs are reflected in the choice of the -te subject suffix 
set for both PRF and IMPRF forms. REALIS or NON-FUTURE (past/present) verbs, 
by contrast, take the -are subject suffix set. The following verbs cast in the 
framework of Table 1 are illustrative: 

Table 2 

IMPERFECTIVE PERFECTIVE 

suku -y -are suku-mbe -k-(o)-are 
wash -pst-lsgS wash-sgo.-pst-prf-lsg.S 

NON-FUTURE/ I was washing. I washed it. 
REALIS 

sUk(u) -are 
ulash -lsg 
lam washing. 

FUTURE/ 
suku -te -re suku -te -mb -0 -nde 
wash -lsgS-Smkr wash -lsg.S-sgO-prf -Smkr 

IRREALIS I will wash. I will wash it. 

The distinction between the -are and -te subject suffix sets above will be more 
fully detailed below in section 3. 

Although tense and mode correlate to a high degree, e.g. future is irrealis, 
whether prf. or imprf., the one point at which an independent tense distinction 
emerges clearly in Tabla is in the non-future/realis imperfective (upper left 
quadrant of Table 2). Thus suku -y -are and sUk(u)-are contrast only as to the 
tense distinction past (-y) vs. present (¢) action. 

It is perhaps worth observing too in connection with mode that the modal 
features REALIS vs. IRREALIS appear in Tabla to be rather independant of the 
aspectual features PERFECTIVE vs. IMPERFECTIVE. Thus the Hopper-Thompson (1980) 
Transitivity hypothesis, which seems to predict an ideal correlation of PRF:REALIS 
and IMPRF:IRREALIS, appears to be too strong if taken overly literally. 

3. SUBJECT 

Tabla subject suffixes in the verb indicate person and number, thus first, 
second and third person multiplied by singular, dual and plural generate the 
nine subject forms. 
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As indicated earlier under MODE/TENSE (2.2.), subject suffixes are of two 
types as follows: 

(i) -are set, which occurs in NON-FUTURE/REALIS mode, 
(ii) -te set, which occurs in FUTURE/IRREALIS mode. 

The same subject suffixes are used for both transitive and intransitive verbs. 

3.1. The underlying forms 
The following table introduces the underlying forms of Tabla subject 

markers for PRF and IMPRF aspect, in both FUTURE/IRREALIS and NON-FUTURE/REALIS. 
For clarity of exposition, the forms represented first are the underlying forms. 
The surface forms will then be shown to be derived by morphophonemic processes 
(3.4.) . 

Table 3 

IMPERFECTIVE PERFECTIVE 

sg dl pl sg dl pl 

NON-FUTURE/ 1 -a -one -ane -a(+re} -one -ane 
REALIS 2 -e* -o'\,u 

, 
-o'\,u -au -e -au 

3 -o'\,u 
,. 

-ai -o'\,u 
,. 

-ai -el -el 
-are set 

plus -re plus -re only in Isg 
(* except 2sg. ) 

FUTURE/ 1 -te -a -rna -te -a -rna 
2 -we* -pe* -rnbe* -1'1 -pe -rnbornbe 

IRREALIS 
3 

,. 
ai '. a i -ne -ne el -ne -ne -ne el -ne 

-te set 
plus -(r}e plus plus -ne -re 
(* except 2nd person) (except 2nd person) 

As revealed in Table 3 above, the forms for NON-FUT/REAL (PRF and IMPRF) are the 
same, the IMPRF generally having the element -re added. The FUT/IRREAL (IMPRF 
and PRF) underlying forms are the same with the IMPRF having a re element added, 
while the PRF has a nasal formative ne, as well as the re added. The full string 
of elements associated with SUBJECT suffixation is as follows: 

SUBJ SUFXN = SUBJ PRSPN - (X) - (ne) - (SUBJ CASE mkr -re) 

The formula above conveys that a SUBJECT PERSONAL PRONOUN suffix is followed, 
sometimes with intervening elements (X), by a formant -ne in certain specified 
cases and finally by a SUBJECT CASE MARKER -reo These are illustrated and 
described next. 

3.2. Subject case suffix -re 
To the underlying SUBJECT suffixes in the verb there is added, according 

to the pattern indicated in 3.1., a morpheme -reo The surface shape of this 
element varies according to morphophonemic rules which will be specified in 
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3.4. below. What is significant about -re is its place in Tabla case relation 
marking. 

The form -re as a verb suffix marking SUBJECT, is most usefully understood 
in association with re as LOCATIVE SOURCE marker on NP's, where it is glossed 
'from', and may be contrasted with te to, for example: 

(18) a 

b 

De Jayapura re rneyare 
Isg Jayapura from came 
I came from Jayapura. 

De Jayapura te tere 
Isg Jayapura to go 
I am going to oTayapura. 

The function of te to is best characterised broadly as GOAL marker. Consider 
the following sentences: 

(19) E 0 te pero -rna -re 
Ipl wood Omkr cut -lplS -Smkr 
We will cut wood. 

(20) € to te we te i -rna -we -re 
Ipl coconut Omkr 2sg Lomkr give-lplS -2sg -Smkr 
We will give you a coconut. 

In sentence (19) the noun 0 wood is marked as an Object by the postposed teo 
In sentence (20) both the Direct Object to coconut and Indirect Object we '2sg' 
get te markers. Thus whether for LOCATIVE GOAL as in (18) or TRANSITIVE GOALS 
as in (19) and (20), the marker te is used. 

Looking at (19) and (20) again, this time at the verbs, one observes the 
occurrence of the suffix -re glossed Smkr (Subject marker). Recalling that in 
(18)a re functioned as SOURCE marker for LOC NPs (i.e. 'from') parallel to te 
in (l8)b as GOAL marker for LOC NPs (i.e. 'to'), one can also easily observe 
that in (19) and (20) re is operating again as a Transitive SOURCE marker in 
the sense that SUBJECT is a kind of Transitive SOURCE in the verb just as te 
functions as a Transitive GOAL marker on Direct and Indirect OBJECT NPs. The 
situation may be summarised as follows: 

Table 4 

SOURCE GOAL 

LOCATIVE NP
loc 

+ re from NP
loc 

+ te to 

(a) NP + ¢ (a) NP 
D.O. + te 

TRANSITIVE but, 1.0. 

(b) Sub case suffix on but, 

verb = -re (b) Obj case suffix on 
verb = ¢ 
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As indicated above SUBJ takes no case marking for NPs but does so in the verb 
morphology with -reo OBJ, on the other hand, marks NPs with te, but carries no 
purely case marking element in the verb. Thus SPATIAL ARRAY becomes the 
analogical basis for ACTION ARRAY, i.e. spatial SOURCE and GOAL model transitive 
SOURCE (SUBJECT) and GOAL (OBJECT). 

3.3. Future/irrealis perfective formant marker -ne 

The underlying formant -ne is inserted preceding the subject case marker 
-re in FUTURE!IRREALIS PRF. This ultimately results in the surface form -nde, 
via the morphonemic processes to be discussed next. Without the -ne element 
most imperfective and perfective forms would be identical in FUTURE!IRREALIS 
mode. These details are confirmed in section 3.5. below. 

3.4. Some morphophonemic processes 

The relevant morphophonemic rules which link the underlying SUBJECT suffix 
elements cited in 3.1. with the surface forms of 3.5. are briefly summarised 
next. Throughout the discussion underlying elements which are deleted or 
changed appear in parentheses. 

The SUBJECT marker -re is affected by the following two rules: 

(i) The r in -re is lost following i or o. 

r + III ! {~}_e 

Thus -re becomes -(r)e 

meko -y -0 -(r)e 
/mekoyoe/ 

mek(o) -ai (r)e 
/mekaie/ 

in forms like: 

(3sg. Imprf past) 
He was making 

(3pl. Imprf pres) 
They are making 

(ii) e is deleted following a stressed syllable and a nasal. 

e + III / vn __ 
For example: 

meko -y -an (e) -re 
/mekoyande/ 

(lpl. past Imprf) 
we were making 

This rule produces the conditions upon which rule (iii) acts. 

(iii) The r of -re becomes d following n. 

r + d / n 

This rule applies to forms like that just cited in (ii): 

meko -y -an (e) -re 
/mekoyande/ 

(lpl. Imprf past) 
We were making 
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(iv) A sequence of identical vowels reduces to one vowel. 

Vx + Vx + Vx 

Thus compare the following forms (in which the 0 + 0 becomes 0 in the 
second case): 

meko -y -o(r)e 
/mek~y~er 

mek(o) -o(r)e 
/mekoe/ -

(3sg. past Imprf) 
He was making 

(3sg.pres Imprf) 
He is making 

These four processes will be readily observed in the paradigms summarised 
next in 3.5. 

3.5. Surface forms 

1 

2 

3 

2 

3 

1 

2 

3 

Past/Realis Imprf 

Singular 

meko-y-~-~ 

/mekoy~ 

meko-y-~ 
/mekoyfl 

meko-y-o-(r)e 
/mekoyo~/ - -

Present/Realis Imprf 

Singular 

mek(o)-a-re 
/lllekare7 -

Illeko-~ 
/mekof!2 

meko-(o)-(r)e 
/lllekoe7 - -

Future/lrrealis Imprf 

Singular 

meko-te-re 
/mekoure/ 

meko-we 
/mekowe/ 

meko-n(e)-re 
/mekonde/ -

meko make 

Dual 

meko-y-on (~) -~ 
/mekoyonde/ 

meko-y-Q- Cr.) ~ 
Imekoyoe/ 

meko-y-~i - Cr.l~ 
Imekoy~ie/ 

meko make 

Dual 

mek(o)-on(e)-re 
Imekond~7 - -

meko-(o)-(r)e 
Imekoe7 --

mek(o)-~i - (r)e 
/mek~ieT --

meko make 

Dual 

mek(o)-a-re 
Imekare7 -

mekope 
Imekopel 

meko-n(e)-ei-(r)e 
Imekon~le/- --

(x was making) 

Plural 

meko-y-an (~)-~ 
Imekoyandel 

meko-y-~- Cr.l~ 
Imekoyauel 

meko-y-ai-(r)e 
/mekoyaiel --

(x is making) 

Plural 

mek(o)-an(e)-re 
Imekandel - -

mek(o)-au-(r)e 
/mekaueT --

mek(o) -a i - (de 
/mekaieT --

(x wirr be making) 

Plural 

meko-ma-re 
Imekomarel 

meko-mbe 
Imekombel 

meko-n(e)-ai-(r)e 
Imekona le/- --
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Past/Realis Prf 

Singular 

1 meko-mbe-k-(o)-a-re 
/mekombekare/ ---

2 meko-mbe-k-(o)-e 
/mekombek~ -

3 meko-mbe-k-(o)-o 
/mekombeko/ -

Future/Irrealis Prf 

Singular 

1 meko-te-mb(e)-o-n(e)-re 
/mekotembonde/ 

2 meko-mb(e)-o-n(e)-re 
/mekombonde/ 

3 meko-ne-mb(e)-o-ne-re 
/mekonembonde/ 

4. OBJECT 

meko make 

Dual 

mek(o)-a-mbe-k-o 
/mekambeko/ 

meko-mbe-k-(o)-o 
/mekombeko/ -

mek(o)-ei-mbe-k-o 
/meke imbeko/ 

meko make 

Dual 

mek(o)-ane-mb(e)-o-ne-re 
/mekanembonde/ 

meko-ne-p(e)-o-pe 
/mekonepope/ --

meko-nei-mb(e)-o-ne-re 
/mekonelmbonde/ 

(x made it (sg. D.O. mbe)) 

Plural 

mek(o)-ane-mbe-k-o 
/mekanembeko/ 

mek(o)-au-mbe-k-o 
/mekaumbeko/ 

mek(i)-ai-mbe-k-o 
/mekaimbeko/ 

(x will make it) 

plural 

meko-ma-mb(e)-o-n(e)-re 
/mekomambond e/ 

meko-ne-mb(e)-o-mbe 
/mekonembombe/ ---

meko-nai-mb(e)-o-n(e)-re 
/meko;;aTmbonde/ 

Transitivity is inevitably bound up with the character of the Grammatical 
Object. In Tabla OBJECT can be adequately described only within a frame of 
reference which specifies the MAGNITUDE of referent for OBJECT (Direct and 
Indirect Object). This MAGNITUDE OF TRANSITIVITY may be depicted as follows 
for Tabla verbs: 

11AGNITUDE OF TRANSITIVITY 

OBJ ~lAG VERBS EVENT MAG VERBS 

-------------~ ANIMOBJ 

SG OBJ MULT OBJ ANY NUM OBJ 

-SInZE A !I\ MARKING MARKING 

A 
DIM AUG DL PL SG DL PL SG DL PL SLIGHT PART COMPL 

-tu 
I I I I 

-mbe -ke 
I 

-pe 
I I I I I I I I 

-mbe -pe -ke -pe -mbe -ke -pe - te -pe -me 
-we 
-ne 

SIZE NUMBER DEGREE 

Figure 3 
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The tree above conveys that verbs involve a specification of the MAGNITUDE of 
transitivity with reference either to the OBJECT or the EVENT itself. OBJECT 
MAGNITUDE involves a contrast between ANIMATE and INANIMATE referents. MAGNITUDE 
is realised variously as: SIZE, NUMBER, DEGREE. The details of the relevant 
forms and functions are taken up next. 

In terms of morphological form, the MAGNITUDE scheme sketched above involves 
three sets of OBJECT suffixes as follows (with various functions noted): 

I. DIM/SG/SLIGHT DL/PARTIAL AUG/PL/COMPLETE 
-mbe -ke -pe 

II. SG DL PL 
1st pers -te } 2nd pers -we -pe -me 
3rd pers -ne 

III. Simple presence of OBJECT: -tu ~ -suo 

4.1. Set I OBJECT suffixes 

MAGNITUDE has as its exponents at least the following three notions as 
indicated in the tree above: SIZE (DIMINUTIVE vs. AUGMENTATIVE) 

NUMBER (SINGULAR, DUAL, PLURAL) 
DEGREE (SLIGHT, PARTIAL, COMPLETE) 

Set I suffixes signal all these readings in Tabla. MAGNITUDE is manifested as 
SIZE if the lexically presupposed OBJECT referent for the verb root is singular 
and inanimate. Consider the following examples with the verb kete cut (one 
object): 

(21) a De kete -te -mb(e)-o -nde 
Isg cut -lsg.S -DimO -prf-Smkr 
I will cut one small object. 

b De kete -te -p(e) -0 -nde 
Isg cut -lsg.S-AugO -prf-Smkr 
I will cut one large object. 

Thus in (21)a -mb(e) signals a DIM OBJECT while in (21)b -p(e) marks an AUG 
OBJECT in a verb which permits application only to a singular OBJECT. 

Other verbs intrinsically involve a MULTIPLE OBJECT. Again the referent 
is typically inanimate. MAGNITUDE for such verbs becomes a matter not of SIZE 
but of NUMBER, i.e. DL or PL. The verb dese to fell (two or more) trees is 
illustrative: 

(22)a dese -te -k(e) -0 -nde 
fell -lsg.S-dl.O -prf -Smkr 
I will fell two trees. 

b dese -te -p(e) -0 -nde 
fell -lsg.S -pl.O -prf -Smkr 

. I will fell many trees. 

In (22)a -k(e) marks a dual object while in (22)b -p(e) signals plural. Here it 
is not SIZE, but NUMBER distinctions that are conveyed. The form p(e) functions 
in both systems. 
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A further class of verbs, recalling the tree diagram above (Figure 3), 
permits ANY NUMBER OF (INANIMATE) OBJECT. Here all the Set I OBJECT suffixes 
are used to manifest NUMBER. The verb meko make is a verb of this type: 

(23)a 

b 

c 

De eite meko -te -mb(e) -0 -nde 
I canoe make -lsg.S-sg.o -prf -Smkr 
I wi II make a canoe. 

De eite meko -te -k(e) -0 -nde 
I canoe make -lsg.S -dl.O -prf-Smkr 
I will make "two canoes. 

De eite meko -te -p(e) -0 -nde 
I canoe make -lsg.S -pl.O -prf-Smkr 
I will made many canoes. 

In addition to SIZE and NUMBER, Set I suffixes turn up in an instance which 
would seem to imply an interpretation of DEGREE (slight, partial, complete). 
Consider the following forms of the verb nare to be lost/hidden: 

(24) a 

b 

c 

nare -mbe -k -0 
lost -sg.o -pst -prf 
It is hidden. 

nare -ke -k -0 
lost -dl.O -pst-prf 
He has lost his way. 

nare -pe -k -0 
lost -pl.O -pst -prf 
It is lost. 

The preceding examples seem to show what may be termed the 'degree of lostness' 
in each case. Example (24)a has the marker -mbe, which here indicates that the 
item in question is out of sight, hidden, but its whereabouts are known. In 
(24)b, the suffix -ke indicates a referent who has lost his way while on the 
trail. Finally, the -pe suffix of (24)c indicates an item that is completely 
lost, and no one knows where it is. Thus, as indicated in the earlier tree, 
EVENT as well as OBJECT appears to need specification for MAGNITUDE. Something 
similar to overall Transitivity Magnitude seems to occur in Kwerba also (cf. 
DeVries and DeVries) . 

4.2. Set II object suffixes 
Set II OBJECT suffixes, unlike those of Set I, involve PERSON (in the 

SINGULAR) as well as NUMBER. They are used for ANIMATE OBJECTS and in sense 
verbs. 

Set II OBJECT suffixes as summarised above may be compared with the '-te 
set' of SUBJECT suffixes listed in section 3 

Table 5: Set II object suffixes 

sg dl pl 

1 -te -pe -me 
2 -we -pe -me 
3 -ne -pe -me 
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Table 6: , -te set' subject suffixes 

Sg dl pl 

1 R -a -ma 

2 -we -pe -mbe I 
3 L:.:J -ne ei ne ai 

The above comparison reflects the fact that the OBJECT suffixes mark PERSON only 
in the SINGULAR, but for DUAL and PLURAL use forms -pe and -me respectively, 
which latter bear striking formal resemblance to the second person DL and PL 
forms, -pe and -mbe, for the SUBJECT suffixes. In this connection, one may note 
in passing that -pe is presumably to be associated with the numeral be two and 
-me is perhaps to be connected with me hand to mean many. 

Set II OBJECT suffixes are used for ANIMATE referents as illustrated in the 
following forms: 

(25)a te -nai -l£. -re 
see -3pl. S -lsg.O -case 
'l'hey w'i.U see me. 

b te -nai -we -re 
see -3pl.S -2sg,0 -case 
They wiU see you. 

c te -na i -ne -re 
see -3pl.S -3sg.0.an. -case 
They will see him. 

d te -na i -pe -re 
see -3pl.S -pl.O.an. -case 
They will see the two of them/you/us. 

e te -nai -me -re 
see -3pl.S -pl.O.an. -case 
They will see all of them/you/us. 

Thus PERSON is indicated in the singular (25)a-c by -te, -we, and -ne respec
tively, while only NUMBER is specified for DUAL and PLURAL in (25)d,e by -pe 
and -me. This same Set II OBJECT suffix is used to mark Indirect Object, as a 
role type that is typically animate. The following verb forms from the root 
give are illustrative: 

(26)a Ne se te de te -ne -g -re 
he a.:t:e Omkr me IOmkr give -3sg.S -lsg.1O -Smkr 
He will give the =e to me. 

b Ne se te we te i -~ -we -re 
he =e Omkr you IOmkr give -3sg.S -2sg.IO -Smkr 
He will give the =e to you. 



(26)c 

d 

e 

Ne 
he 
He 

Ne 
he 
He 
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se te ne te i -ne -ne -re 
~~e Omkr he IOmkr give -3sg.S -3sg.IO -Smkr 
wi~~ give the axe to him. 

se te del we Ine 
axe Omkr us/you/them 
wi~~ give the axe to 

, 

te -ne -~ -re 
IOmkr give -3sg.S -dl.IO -Smkr 
the two of us/you/them. 

Ne se te del we Ine te i -ne -me -re 
he axe Omkr us/you/them IOmkr give -3sg.S -pl.IO -Smkr 
He wi~~ give the axe to. a~~ of us/you/them. 

In (26)d and e, the verb suffixes -pe 'dl' and -me 'pl' mark all persons, as is 
distinguishable in the 10 NP preceding the verb. (26)a-c show that in the 
singular again PERSON is distinguished. 

4.3. Set III object suffix 
From a MAGNITUDE point of view, the simplest OBJECT suffix is -tu ~ -su, 

which occurs with a limited number of verb roots that may only take SINGULAR 
OBJECT (cf. the tree diagram earlier). Thus -tu ~ -su enters into no contrastive 
sg, dl, pl number paradigm, as do the other OBJECT suffixes, nor does it mark 
SIZE. This suffix merely says 'object present' and the verb root says, 'object 
is singular I • 

What the suffix -tu ~ -su lacks in complexity of MAGNITUDE contrasts, 
however, it makes up in the variety of morphophonemic shapes in which it appears. 
The following relevant morphophonemic conditions will make the upcoming examples 
more transparent: 

(i) Roots whose last (or only) syllable have It-I initial consonant take 
-tu and roots with Is-I take -suo Thus:· 

ROOT 

sa 
dete 
t i 

put 
~ay out 
p~ug up 

OBJECT SUFFIX 

-su 
-tu 
-(n}tu 

(ii) The vowel of {=~~} is fronted preceding a high front vowel in a 

following surface, as follows: 

For example: 

d,ft (e) -ante) -tu -k - i 
~ay out -lpl. S -OBJ -pst -prf 

.j. 

det -an -ti -k - i 
Idetantikil We ~aid it out. 

(iii) The vowel of {=~~} is deleted if it occurs immediately preceding 
another vowel, that is: 
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v 

For example (with deleted vowel in parenthesis): 

sa -te 
put -lsg.S 

Isatisindel 

-5 (u) - i -ne -re 
-OBJ -prf -fut -Smkr 

+ 
50 -i 
I win put it ... 

The following paradigms illustrate the occurrence of -tu '\, ··su with the 
two verbs sa put and dete lay out i~ PAST PRF and FUTURE PRF forms. Forms are 
cited in an underlying morphemic segmentation and also a surface phonological 
string (parenthesis marking elements destined for deletion) : 

Past tense PERFECTIVE. 

Singular 

1 sa-su-k-(i)-are 
I sasuka rei 

2 sa-su-k- (i)-e 
Isasukel 

3 sa-su-k- (i)-u 
Isa~kul 

Future tense PERFECTIVE. 

1 sa-te-s(u)-i-n(e)-re 
IsatisTndel 

2 sa-su(we)-n(e)-re 
Isasundel 

sa 

3 sa-n(e)-s(u)-i-n(e)-re 
Isans inde/-

place, put 

Dual 

s(a)-an(e)-~-k-i 
Isansikil 

sa-su-k-(i)-u 
Isasukul 

sa-su-k- (i) - (e) i 
Isa~kil 

s(a)-a-s(u)-i-n(e)-re 
Isasinde/-

sa-s(u)-i-pe 
Isasipel 

sa-n(e) i-s(u)-i-n(e)-re 
Isanisinde;-

plural 

s(a)-an(e)-su-k-(i)-an(e)-re 
I sans i kandeT 

sa-su-k-(i)-au-(r)e 
Isasukauel 

sa-su-k-(i)-ai-(r)e 
Isa~kaiel 

sa-ma-s(u)-i-n(e)-re 
IsamasTndel 

sa-n(e)-s(u)-i-imbe 
Isansimbe/-

sa-nai-s(u)-i-n(e)-re 
Isanaisindel 

The morphophonemic rules (ii) and (iii) of section 3.4. apply to these forms as 
well: 

Past tense PERFECTIVE. dete layout garment 

1 dete-tu-k-(i)-are 
Idetetukarel 

2 dete-tu-k-(i)-e 
Idetetukel 

3 dete-tu-k-(i)-u 
Idetetukul 

Future Tense PERFECTIVE. 

1 

2 

3 

dete-te-t(u)-i-n(e)-re 
IdetetitTndel 

dete-tu-n(e)-re 
Idetetundel 

dete-n(e)-t(u)-i-n(e)-re 
Idetetinde7 -

dete-n(e) -tu-k-i 
Idetent i kiT 

dete-tu-k-(i)-u 
Idetetukul 

det (e) - te) i -tu-k- i 
Idetitikil -

det(e)a-t(u)-i-n(e)-re 
Idetatinde7 

dete-t(u)-ipe 
Idetitipel 

dete-n(e)-(e) i-ti-n(e)-re 
Id,ften i t i ndel 

dete-an(e)-tu-k-i 
Idetantiki/-

dete- tu-k (i) au 
Idetetukaul 

det(e)-ai-tu-k-i 
IdetaitikiT 

dete-ma-t(u)-i-n(e)-re 
Id,etemat Tndel 

dete-t(u)-i-mbe 
Idetitimbel 

dete-n(e)-ai-tu-i-n(e)-re 
I detena it i ndeT 
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5. NEGATIVES 

The basic process of NEGATION may be summarised in the following formula: 

ROOT + -i + pai 

1. pa i (negative) is postposed to the verb root. 

2. Negative morpheme {-i} is suffixed to the root (and preceding pai). Thus: 

buru 
tua 

mix 
try 

bu ru i pa i 
tuai pai 

not mix 
not try 

3. High front and central vowels Iii and lei in the root are deleted in the 
syllable preceding the negative morpheme {i}: 

mape suck mapi pai not suck 
diki help diki pai not help 

For certain verbs, but not all, lui is also deleted before {- i}, e.g. : 

nuku squeeze nuki pai not squeeze 
nutu smash nuti pai not smash 
duru wrap up duri pai not wrap up 

4. Vowels in the first syllable of the root may optionally also be regressively 
palatalised in the context of a following {-i} 'negative' in the following 
ways: 

(a) In vowel initial roots the initial vowel may take a palatal onset [y] in 
anticipation of the following {-i} 'negative', for example: 

aru , 
ere 

put in 
say 

yarui pai 
Ty) er~ pa i 

not put in 
not say 

(b)l. In consonant initial roots with non-high back vowels in the first 
syllable, that first syllable vowel may be palatalised, for example: 

dese 
pero 
koro 

fell trees 
cut 
put many things 

d (~)es i pa i 
pi ro i pa i 
klroI pa i 

not fell 
not cut 
not put (many things) 

2. Certain single syllable verbs with front vowels may insert a palatal 
vowel preceding the initial consonant, for example: 

te 
se 

see 
to hang 

~t i pai 
~si pai 

not see 
not hang 

3. Consonant roots with high back vowel lui in the first syllable do not 
assimilate a palatal feature, for example: 

buru 
suku 

mix 
wash 

Class III verb roots, that 
marker, typically insert that 

ere ca~ry on shouZder 
ti plug up 

burui pai 
sukui pai 

not mix 
not wash 

is those that take tu, ti, su, si as OBJECT 
OBJECT morpheme between -i and pai, for example: 

(y)eriti pai not carry (something) 
. ititi -- not plug up (something) 
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NOTES 
1. Tabla is a papuan language spoken by approximately 4,000 people living in 

thirteen villages on the North Coast of Irian Jaya, in Kabupaten Jayapura 
(Kecarnatans Oemta and oepapre). Tabla belongs to the Sentani stock, Tanah 

Merah Group (Voorhoeve 1975:41, 42). The data for this paper were collected 
between 1978 and 1982 in the village of Doromena, which has a population of 
about 650 people. 

2. Phonetically /mekoe/ receives an epenthetic palatal transition between 0 

and e, thus [mak~ye). This phonetic [y) is to be distinguished, however 
from the morphemic -y in 2sg PastjRealis Imprf, where it means 'past'. 
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